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An
Independent
Student
Voice

Council calls idea
A
of creativity hazy'
By Diane Barron
Staff Reporter
The Academic Council has decided
that the "Mission" of the University as
defined in the White Paper is unacceptable.
The Council has been discussing the
White Paper for the past two months.
Each member was asked by Dr. Stanley
Coffman, chairman, to prepare a onepage statement on what he himself
considered to be the mission of the

University.
Most of the members of the Academic
Council deckled that either the White
Paper was too vague and inconclusive or
that the mission of the University is more
than the creativity defined in the White
Paper.
Dr. Ralph Geer, director of summer
and off-campus programs and secretary
of the Council, summed up his beliefs,
saying, "It would be impossible to define
the mission of the University in one word-

Computer to
aid registration
By Rich Bergeman
Staff Reporter
The harrowing experience of
registration may soon become the worry
of a computer.
A process which would permit
departments to consider student
demands before they fix the number of
courses and sections to be offered is
being seriously eyed by Academic
Council.
The council accepted in February a
sub-committee report which recommended University-wide registration by
computer be implemented as soon as
possible.
It is now in the process of setting up a
committee to give a detailed look at the
specific problems to be overcome.
"I should think it likely that we will
eventually go to computerized
registration," said Dr. Coffman, "but I
don't know when."
He suggested it may come by September 1971, but problems with reorganizing and re-staffing the University
computational center have recently been
pointed out, which may add complications.
Dr. Stuart (livens, history professor
and chairman of the sub-committee, said
computor registration will simply,
"Give more students the courses they
want. It's a better way of meeting the
demands of the students."
The registration process, except for
the final printout, is currently done entirely by hand. The computor system
would allow for more flexibility in the
class schedule, and enable departments
to offer more or fewer courses in relation
to the demand.
As the committee envisioned it, the
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Two professors and 16 students were
tapped today for admission to Omicron
Delta Kappa (ODK), men's leadership
honorary.
Dr. James P. Kennedy, director of the
School of Music, and Dr. David M.
KrabiU, acting chairman of the computer
science department, were chosen as
honoris causa members.
Phil Weller, president of ODK, said
their selection was based on their contribution to the University during the
past year.
Dr. Kennedy has served as director of
the School of Music for 12 years.
He received his bachelor of arts
degree from Penn CoUege, Oakaloosa,
Iowa; a bachelor of music and masters
degree from Northwestern University,

students will pre-reglster on cards, using
the class registration schedule as they do
now, listing desired courses, with
alternates, in order of preference.
The cards will be mailed back to the
administration, and a tally of the
requests would be directed to the proper
departments.
On a basis of this information, the
departments would be able to adjust the
schedule by adding or deleting sections
or courses, or by altering class size
limitations.
After the adjustments had been made,
another tally would be prepared and
student schedules would be processed.
The scheduling would proceed as it does
now, on a basis of most hours earned.
Any student whose schedule was
incomplete because of conflicts or
inability to meet requests would be able
to process a change of schedule to adjust
his course load.
Computor registration, said Dr.
(livens, will not meet the needs of
students for certain professors or sections, but it would give the departments
enough warning so that more sections of
demanded courses could be opened.
He emphasized this was only an
improvement. "It isn't going to bring us
Utopia," he said. "There will always be
some unhappy students, but this system
will probably satisfy more."
Although other universities using
some form of computor registration have
experienced some difficulties, Dr.
Givens felt Bowling Green could benefit
from their mistakes.
He said the University had the
machines to do the job, but they would
have to borrow or lease a programming
system from another university or software industry.

-creativity."
Dr. Karl Vogt, dean of the CoUege of
Business Administration, fears that
alternative missions of the University
have not been adequately studied.
"Some may argue the mission of the
University is to promote the learning
process," said Dr. Vogt. "Others may
say the University should equip people to
be problem solvers; and others may
argue the mission of the university is to
help students relate to the needs of
society."
"The White Paper has stimulated
people to think what really is the mission
of the University," said Dr. Vogt
"Personally I think our mission la
multidimensional."
Dr. Vogt believes the notion of
creativity is not specific enough. "What
distinguishes our university from
other?" he asked. "I think everyone la
creative."
Dr. Vogt also said the White Paper la
not representative of enough people to be
valid.
"The committee consisted of only five
or six people, but they don't represent
me," stated Dr. Vogt. "They are Just a
number of people selected to do the Job."
Ben Tarwater, assistant professor of
economics and a member of the Council,
said the main problem of the White
Paper is vagueness.
"The language is it was not
definitive," said Tarwater. "After
reading it, we didn't know what it said.
The whole paper was Just too hazy."
Tarwater contends that creativity
may well be the mission of the University, "but we weren't sure what
creativity was," he said. "We decided
creativity Just couldn't be defined. We
needed a workable guideline and the
White Paper Just isn't workable."
However, Tarwater believes the
White Paper was a step in the right
direction, but to be usable it should be in
well-defined terms.
Dr. Coffman, vice president of
academic affairs, said the White Paper is
impractical.
"The word creativity is Just not
practical to use as a mission," said Dr.
Coffman. "We need a more practical
standard to use when a new program is
proposed at this university."
"The way the mission was stated in
the White Paper it was just not acceptable and not workable," he stated.
Dr. Coffman said the White Paper is
not University policy. "The White Paper
was intended to stimulate thinking on the
mission of the University, and that's all it
is," he said.
The Academic Council has tried to
find a substitute for the White Paper but
has failed. They have discontinued direct
study of the issue at this time, but may
return to it later in the year.
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DEMONSTRATORS
AGAINST
ROTC stand outside the Administration Building after being

stopped from demonstrating Inside
the building.

m

publications and athletics.
New members were selected by a vote
of all present ODK members.
Students named to ODK for
scholarship were:
GENE B. GEORGE - Junior (LA),
3.11, University Honors Program,
University Honors Committee, Phi Eta
Sigma, debate scholarship three years,
most promising new debater 1967-68,
outstanding debater 1968-69, and Phi
Kappa Delta national speech honorary.
DAVID E. HORVATH - junior BA),'
3.77, Phi Eta Sigma, Alumni Association
scholarship recipient, Inter-Fraternity
Council.
RANDAL SCHUCK - junior (BA),
3.75, assistantship in the marketing
department, Phi Eta Sigma, Beta
Gamma Sigma, Alumni Association
scholarship recipient, Delta Sigma
(professional business fraternity),
marketing club.
LOWELL E. WENGER - junior (LA),
3.86, assistantship in history department,
Phi Eta Sigma, Varsity Club, manager
basketball team, ROTC CadetCSM,
Brigade Sergeant Major Superior Cadet
award, Scabbard and Blade, ROTC
honorary server, usher and lector at
Newman Center, St. Thomas Moore
parish.
Leadership:
JOHN BACHEY - senior (BA), 2.76,
student body treasurer, President's
Advisory Council, Kappa Sigma
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Approximately 40 students protesting
the University's ROTC program
yesterday were refused permission to
demonstrate inside the Administration
Bldg.
According to Harry Ausderan, junior
(Ed.), a spokesman for the group, the
protestors were told by Administration
officials that they could walk through the
building, but could not hold a demonstration inside.
In spite of the rain, students
demonstrated at the east entrance to the
building for more than an hour.
Many carried signs reading "Stop
teaching how to kill," "Is there a bullet in
your future?" and "ROTC doesn't
liberalize the military; ROTC militarizes
the University."
The demonstration was organized by
representatives of the Ohio Peace Action
Council (OPAC).
Peter Nestor, sophomore (LA), said
the students were protesting because
ROTC is part of the military complex
directing a "morally obscene war in
Vietnam and Laos."
He also said the question of whether or
not to take ROTC does not offer the
student a positive choice because there is
no pacifist group offering similar
monetary benefits he can join as an
alternative.
Ausderan said that yesterday's
demonstration will not be the last. Plans
are already under way for a demonstration during the second week of spring
quarter in front of the ROTC offices in
Memorial Hall.
Students will continue distributing
anti-ROTC leaflets, he said. Nearly 2,000
have already been passed out.

Railroad strike banned
hours before deadline
WASHINTON (AP)
37-day
prohibition against a national railroad
strike was highballed through Congress
and sent to President Nixon Wednesday
night, hours before a mid-night strike
deadline.
The ban against a strike by four
shopcraft unions or a lockout by the
railroad before April 11 passed the House
shortly after being approved by the
Senate.
It still required Nixon's signature to
become effective.
The delay would give Congress time
to consider President Nixon's request for
a politically touchy forced labor settlement.
The White House said a nationwide
rail strike would "be a disaster to the
economy.
But the union leaders said they
weren't sure the 45,000 workers, who
have waited IS months for a wage hike,
would stand for further delay.

"They're fed up and I don't blame
them," said William W. Winpisinger,
vice president of the International
Association of Machinists and chief
negotiator for the four shopcraft unions.
"I'll ask them to hold steady but I
don't know what they'll do," said J. W.
O'Brien, vice president and head
negotiator for the Sheet Metal Workers
International Association whose union
has blocked voluntary acceptance of the
settlement Nixon wants Congress to
impose.
"We'll have to see. They're fed up,"
O'Brien said of the union members, who
have already staged unauthorized,
wildcat strikes in some areas.
Some railroads began preparations
to shut down operations.
Secretary of Labor George P. Shultz
testified before congressional committees that nine rail strikes would be a
national disaster.
He said it would halt 40 per cent of

ODK selects 18 for honors
Evanston, 111.; and his Ph.D from the
University of Iowa.
He also took several graduate courses
at the Mathey Pianoforte School in
London, England.
Dr. Kennedy taught two years at
Hiram College before coming to Bowling
Green in 1938. He served as professor of
piano and composition and director of the
choral arts department before his appointment as director of the School of
Music.
He is vice president of the Music
Teachers National Association and the
National Association of Schools of Music
and was the founder of the state
Association of Music Schools.
Dr. KrabiU was instrumental in the
formation of the computer science
department last Sept.
He received a bachelor of arts degree
from the CoUege of Wooster and his
masters and Ph.D from Ohio State
University. He also spent three summers
at the University of Michigan studying
computing and statistics under a
National Science Foundation Fellowship.
He has taught at the U.S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis and the U.S.
Naval Reserve Midshipmen's School at
Columbia University, New York City. He
Joined the Bowling Green faculty in 1946
as an associate professor of
mathematics.
The 16 students were chosen in the
areas of scholarship leadership.
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Scholarship Leadership award, chairman Greek Activities Committee,
CouncU, ROTC Cadet Major, Scabbard
and Blade, ROTC class coordinator.
THOMAS W. CARTON JR. - senior
(LA), 2.81, Student Council vice
president in charge of rules and
regulations, Traffic Court Justice, past
chairman Orientation Board, President's
Advisory Council, Campus Planning
CouncU, Liberal Arts Academic Appeals
Board, two varsity letters for swimming.
WILLIAM G. FISCHER - senior (BA),
3.05, Beta Gamma Sigma, Antaens,
Scabbard and Blade, Distinguished
Military Student 1969-70, ROTC Battalian
Commander, American Legion Medal for
Academic Excellence, Rush Poucy and
Regulations Committee.
MICHAEL R. MUNHOLLAND
junior (BA), 3.13, student body
prosecutor, University Code Committee,
Publications Committee, Pi Kappa
Delta, Beta Gamma Sigma, assistantship in the business law department.
RICHARD J. RAEON - senior (LA),
3.07, Chief Justice traffic court, resident
advisor 196849, Undergraduate Alumni
Association, treasurer Pi Sigma Alpha
political science honorary, Law Society,
ROTC captain. Scabbard and Blade,
Distinguished Military Student, former
associate editor of Floodtide Magazine,
Sidney Frohman scholar, Hazzard
Foundation scholar, Class of '70
Scholarship.

GEORGE B. RAY - senior (LA), 3.16,
student technical director at WBGU-TV
1967-68, Gamma Theta Upsilon
geography honorary, Harold Anderson
Scholarship recipient, Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity, president of the
Undergraduate Alumni Association,
assistant Air Force ROTC security and
laws officer. Homecoming Committee.
GREGORY D. THATCH - junior
(Ed.), 2.69, student body president,
former vice president of rules and
regulations, Organizations Board,
President's Advisory Council, Search
and Screening Committee, student
consultant to the Board of Trustees.
DANIEL M. VELLUCCI - senior
(LA), 3.46, student representative to the
Committee on the Mission of the
University, resident advisor Kohl HaU
1967-68 and Anderson Hall 1968-69,
University Honors Program, ROTC
senior cadet.
Publications:
BRUCE M. LARRICK - senior (LA),
3.57, editor BG News, former editorial
editor, University Honors program, Phi
Eta Sigma.
Athletics:
PHILIP J. VILUPIANO - Junior
(Ed.), 2.9, defensive end 1969 football
team, 1969 all-MAC first team,
University ROTC program.
SIDNEY A. SINK - Junior (Ed.), 2.89,
captain 1969 cross country team,

intercity freight, leave 600,000 commuters stranded, prevent shipment of
chemicals for water purification and
block coal, food, mail and freight.
It would immediately throw all
525,000 rail workers off the job.
Nixon's bill would impose as final a
68 -cent hike in current wages of S3,60 an
hour and a controversial change in job
jurisdiction rules accpeted by three AFLCIO shopcraft unions but voted down by a
fourth union.
The proposal presented political
risks to members of Congress dependent
on labor support.
Electricians, machinists and
Boilermakers unions had also agreed to
accept the proposal voluntarily but chief
railroad negotiator John P. Hiltz said all
four must accept it.
The Sheet Metal Workers, smallest
of the four unions with 6,000 rail workers,
voted it down out of fear of losing jobs to
the other unions.
manager bowling team, all-American
cross-country 1968 and 1969, allAmerican Track 1969, most valuable
freshman in track and cross country,
most valuable member for cross country
1968 and 1969 and for track 1969, two
varsity letters in cross country and one in
track.
WILLIAM R. ZEEB - senior (LA),
2.71, captain 1969 swim team, MAC
champion (500 free style; 1968), most
outstanding swimmer award, 1968 and
1969, president Varsity Club, Antean
Society, ROTC Cadet Major, Scabbard
and Blade, Distinguished Military
Student, University Publications
Committee, two varsity letters in
swimming.

Dr. James P. Remedy
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A tremendous amount of "rapping" has been done here
lately with relation to how self-seeking the student Is
academically.
The pressure of the grade, apparently, has caused a lot
of us to think more about what we'll pull for a final than
what we can pick up from the prof.
One administrator has said privately that students
come to this University grade oriented because that's the
way it is In high school. Nice premise and probably true.
So, the same interests are carried over to qollege,
right?
But why not take the premise one step further. Who
trains the high school teachers who foster grade-oriented
students?
Anybody know any teacher-mills around here?
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for our good teachers

come clean
What exactly are we doing in Laos? It's hard to tell.
Half the government crowd doesn't know, and the other
half won't say.
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird has stated that there
is no U.S. buildup in Laos, and that the government is
pursuing the same policy in this country that it has pursued for the past several years.
But yet indications are that the policy of the past
several years has been one of military buildup.
Correspondents report the existence of a town of 40,000
persons which has developed almost entirely due to
American funds channeled there for military purposes.
Another correspondent reported sighting about 50
Americans in civilian clothing in Laos, some carrying M-14
rifles. Our presence in Laos, to whatever exten t, is a
violation of a 1962 Geneva agreement.
An American inspired and directed offensive by the
Laotion army last fall in the Plain of Jars upset the
existing military balance and practically invited the antlLaotion forces to retaliate.
Senator George McGovern believes a commitment
similar to the Vietnam commitment is being made In
Laos, only in secret. If this is true, a tragic mistake is
being made. It would seem that even the government
would have learned a lesson from the Vietnam situation.
Congress should demand the full revelation of the exact
nature and extent of the U.S. involvement In Laos. The
facts are being hidden as a small group in the executive
beaurocracy arbitrarily make decisions affecting the lives
of Americans.
While Laird reports no buildup in progress, those
correspondents able to penetrate Into Laos report the
opposite. If the Nixon administration hopes to maintain a
shred of credibility with the American people, it had best
come clean with the facts on our involvement in Laos.

disguised emotionalism
By Peggy Schmidt
Student Column

The column entitled "No Choices or
Rights on Racial Question" by student
columnist Ronald Doughty was bullshit
disguised by such emotionally provoking
expressions such as "Individual rights,"
"patriotism," and "freedom."
Mr. Doughty blindly stated that
segregation "prohibits the enslavement
of the Negro and the extermination of the
whites."
However, most of the 22 million blacks
in this country are still enslaved—
perhaps not in chains, but economically,
politically, and socially.
There are numerous facts to substantiate this: the lower income level of
the average black family; the percentage of blacks as opposed to whites in
political offices; and the tension and
unacceptance that blacks still confront In
social situations.
Doughty goes on to say that
segregation is pride in one's race,
identity, and character. However,
segregation in this country has been
historically defined to mean that
"niggers aren't good enough to mix with
the superior white man."
Fortunately, the black movement
today in unifying the blacks is
establishing a new identity and sense of
pride in their race, which have continually been eroded by segregation.
Many black groups advocate
separation in order to accomplish social,
political, and economical power, which is
necessary before any real integration
can be realized.
What is most lamentable is that
An Independent Student Voice
Doughty is under the illusion that hareditor
bruce m. larrick
mony has in the past been achieved
managing editor
lee d. ste'phenson
through racial segregation. Harmony is
not the word; forced subservience is
editorial editor
james p. marino
more applicable.
neus editor
daneene j. fry
Doughty's complaint seems to center
rs.Mir editor
barbara j. jacola
around the school integration issue. He
sports editor
gory L davis
cites it as "democratic" for the states
Copy editor
kenneth a. berzof
and even more the people themselves to
determine racial policy.
photo editor
g'er* eppleston
Granted, democracy is based on the
business numager
richard m. harris
rule of the majority, but it also asserts
ativertisinn manager
h. John holtz
protection of the rights of the minorities.
assistant adv. man
Constance r. toll
The desegregation laws passed by
circulation manager
.donald luce
Washington are obviously attempts to
breakdown "institutional racism," which
according to Stokely Carmichael and
The BG Newt is published Tuosdoys thru Fridays during fho regulor
Charles Hamilton in their book Black
school yeor, end once o week during the summor • •••ions, under authority af the Publicetione Committoe of Bowling Green State University.
Power is "the predication of decisions
Opinions expressed in editorial cartoons or other columns In the News
and policies on considerations of race for
da not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University Administration
the purpose of subordinating a racial
faculty or staff or tha State ef Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do
group and maintaining control over that
not necessarily reflect tho opinions of the BG News. Edltorlols in the BG
group.
News reflect the opinions ef tha majority ef members el the BG News ediInstitutional racism is the active and
torial Board.
pervasive operation of anti-black attitudes and practices." The school
DON'T WORRY —THIS TIME WERE GOING TO DO IT RIGHT!1
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money is the incentive

problem is one aspect of institutional
racism.
It is a fact that predominantly black
schools fall far below the standards of
predominantly white schools and this
contributes to racism.
It is here that the desegregation of
schools falls short. Perhaps instead of
rezoning and rebussing students, the
government should bring up the standards of black schools up to par with
those of whites and spend more money in
the educative process itself, specifically
in integrating courses to focus on the
integral role of the black man in the past
as well as today. At any rate, school
desegregation is an attempt to eliminate
racism.
Finally, Doughty foolishly believes
that tyranny exists when people cannot
choose where to send their children to
school, whom to sell their homes to, etc.
Laws, in "limiting" one person's
"freedom," protect the rights of another
person. For instance, a white restaurant
owner may not want to serve a black; but
the law prohibits this under threat of
punishment.
The owner is not "free" to act as he
may want, but on the other hand, the
black person's right to be served is
protected.
The decisions by the government
concerning the racial question are
definitely "pure and overt tyranny"-to
the white supremist.

The recent discussion concerning good teaching produced a variety of
opinions but no new solutions. A solution is possible, however, If one begins with
two assumptions.
- First, that teachers will do a better Job if there is sufficient incentive and
second, that in an academic situation the students are consumers and the teachers are those who perform a service.
The solution then is dear. The most widely understood motivation in
American society is money. If good teaching will earn more money, more
people will improve their teaching.
Because students are being served, they will evaluate, and reward, that
service in the same fashion that they reward good service in a restaurant - with
tips!
Thus, if at the end of a course a student believes that the professor has been
above average, he will chip into a fund that amount that he believes the teacher
deserves.
The total amount and the number of contributors would be recorded and the
money paid the professor. The student, of course, need not pay a cent if so inclined. I forsee the day when the term "a five-dollar professor" is high praise
indeed.
Consider the advantages. This is a measurable standard that means much
more than praise. The published totals at the end of a term will give other
students a clear indication of the student Judgement of the professor in this
course.
It will encourage good teachers to remain both teachers and good; the hires
of part-time administration are reduced. It is current. If a good teacher
becomes outmoded, in the opinions of his students, the fact is made public
immediately. (The phrase is, "What have you done for me lately?")
The proposal sounds a bit like tomfoolery but think about It; it grows on you.
Thomas D. Anderson
Departmei.t of Geography

how obout a rating system?
Does the Ohio State Senate have nothing better to do than deliberate on the
obscenities (?) printed in the BG News? What was printed in the BG News that
was "utterly without redeeming social value"?
Since that is what the U.S. Supreme Court defines obscenity as we assume
the News must have fulfilled this definition or Speaker Kurfess' bowels
wouldn't be in such an uproar.
More importantly what is "redeeming social value"? What values of society
are being redeemed by what the BG News does or does not print?
Perhaps Speaker Kurfess could propose a daily rating system for campus
newspapers and then rest peacefully knowing that the "vast majority" of
students who don't want to be subject to anything "vulgar or repulsive"
stemming from the "sick desires" of us perverts who aren't offended by the
freedom of expression can stand clear of the BG News' smut.
With his mind at ease, maybe Speaker Kurfess can concentrate on some real
obscenities that have no social value such as crime, pollution, injustice, racial
inequality and war.
Peggy Iannetta
Susan Moraski
218Prout
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give ROTC proper attention
ByJimEiting
Student Column
It is difficult for me to understand why certain members of
Student Council and other students at Bowling Green are opposed
to giving academic credit to R.O.T.C. Before any course can be
labelled as "non-academic," and, therefore, undeserving of
credit, much thought and serious discussion must take place.
I certainly don't feel that adequate consideration has been
given to the R.O.T.C. situation.
The major problem in determining the academism of any
subject or discipline is the definition of the word "academic." As
with many other things in the university, "academism" is a
relative term. What is the standard for a subject being academic?
Is it a 400-level mathematics course, or a 100-level archery
course? To what do we compare subjects to? It seems to me, that
Student Council is obligated to state what criteria it is setting up
as a standard.
If this is done, then I feel all departments must put their
courses to the test of academism. This, obviously, could lead to
absurdity in a hurry. Instead of stating that course X is academic,
course Y is non-academic, and so on, isn't student demand one
valid criterion for the establishment or extension of a subject?
For, who is going to be the Judge of academism? I certainly
would not want to be, and I cannot name one other person whoml
would want to be. If X amount of students desire a course, then it
must have some value to them. •
It seems to me that we ha ve to trust that these people are being
honest with themselves in admitting that these courses have
value.
For me, R.O.T.C. has been meaningful and "academic" in
several ways. First, it has provided an excellent way for me to
serve my country and gain a university education at the same
time. I do not honestly feel that R.O.T.C. has been detrimental to
my studies. Second, and probably most importantly, R.O.T.C. has
given me the most valuable leadership opportunity that I may
ever have.
In none of my other classes have we ever taken the time to
discuss and practice leadership, as we have in R.O.T.C.
Leadership is not something that comes naturally to anyone. It
takes time, patience, practice, and initiative.
In R.O.T.C. we have taken the time to learn the qualities of
leadership, how to gain these qualities, and how to implement
them. In addition, many hours of class time have been spent
dlniim1"fl how to maintain good relationships with one's
superiors, his peers, and his subordinates.
I have found from personal experience, that the principles of
leadership learned in R.O.T.C. apply to my dealings with at least
six other university organisations which would be considered
in nature.

If I have learned nothing else at Bowling Green, at least I feel
that I have discovered a great deal about leadership, a quality
which will be useful to me for as long as I live. I give R.O.T.C.
much of the credit for stimulating me and helping me to become
interested in leadership.
In addition, we have discussed foreign affairs at great length,
as well as learning about the military. For these reasons, I
definitely feel that the R.O.T.C. program is "relatively" as
academic as most other courses of study in this university.
A Student Council member recently stated that "R.O.T.C.
definitely reflects a political position. I am sure that the
university does reflect somewhat of a political position, but this is
certainty no fault of the R.O.T.C.
Does the military represent a political positon, or is it the instrument of the government? This is analogous to the question:
"Do policemen represent a political position, or are they the
servants of the people ?"
Well, although, I may not condone some of the parking rules at
this university, I certainly would not want to abolish the police or
"meter maids" Just so I could "win out" Rather, I would go to the
appropriate administrator (if I could find him!) and demand that
the rule be changed.
Similarly, if I did not feel that the United States should be in
Vietnam, I would not try to abolish the Army to "win out," but,
rather, I would go to the administration and demand that the U.S.
withdraw.
I would not want to live in any town, state or country that had
no provisions for enforcing the laws that it made or that bad no
way to defend itself. Similarly, I would hate to live in any country
that had, as its fighting force, only people who dropped out of high
school (or college) and enlisted.
The military should represent a cross section of the entire
citizenship. The military needs college personnel. Just as much, if
not more, than it needs non-college personnel.
The day we deny educated people to the military is the day we
lose control of our nation's defense. A military organisation
without the power to make rational decisions, is a very serious
threat to the well-being of every American citizen.
Finally, I would like to say, that the university, as it stands, is
not what a true university should be. I agree with the "White
Paper's" definition of the University ("to provide the situations
and environment most conducive to the enhancement of the
creative capacities of individual persons").
In this "true university" many programs, such as military
training, Job training, and athletic training would not be present
But the University is vary far away from such an Ideal, and,
unfortunately, I'm not even sure it is moving in the right direction.
Until it does, the R.O.T.C. belongs every bit as much on the
campus as does the athletic program, the home economics
program, the accountant-training program, and many others.
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Teaching award under fire
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A SECTION of three-tier flatcan derailed earlier tab
week, when a Peon Central freight train pasted through
East Palestine, Ohio. Two hundred can and about 300 leet

of track were torn up In the wreck. Damages have been
estimated at about $1 million.

Campaign bill passes
COLUMBUS (AP) The Ohio
House yesterday passed 91-4 a
bill to tighten state laws
related to reporting campaign
expenses.
The bill touched off
considerable debate before it
went to a vote.
Seven
amendments were offered on
the floor and four
were
adopted.
One of the successful
amendments, by Rep. Arthur
R. Wilkowski (D-Toledo),

lessened penalties provided in
the measure. Violators would
be subject to a $500 fine for a
first offense and a f 1,000 fine
and five months imprisonment for subsequent
offenses.
As it reached the floor, the
bill provided a one-year
sentence for first offenders
and up to five years for second
offenses. Wilkowski argued
the penalties for the
misdemeanor were more

UAA hosts schools
Bowling Green's Undergraduate
Alumni
Association (UAA) is sponsoring a leadership con.
ferenee with' eight other
universities tomorrow and
Saturday, said George Ray,
president of UAA.
"This conference is an
attempt to exchange ideas
with other universities," ray
said.
Ray said he thinks the
different viewpoints expressed will develop new ideas
and will show the different
opinions on campus affairs.
He said representatives
from Eastern and Western
Michigan,St. Procopius (111.),
Northern Illinois, Toledo,
Kent State, Marshall, and

reporting of contributions of
$25 or less unnecessary. Re"
George Mastics iR- Fairview
Park) prime spensor of the
bill, said it would have gutted
the measure.
Mastics and Rep. Keith
McNamara (R-4 Columbus)
and Norman A. Murdock (RCincinnati) guided the bill
through floor debate.
McNamara said the bill
would eliminate loopholes in
present law and " make the
picture of a politican a much
prettier one."
"We have heard about
truth in lending and truth in
packaging," Murdock said. "I
would like to think of this as
truth in spending."

severe than many penalties
for some felony acts, including
assault and battery.
Rep. Richard Hollington
Jr. (R- Shaker Heights), offered another successful
amendment which specified
that corporations and unions,
or their political action
committees, must report
campaign contributions.
Although present Ohio law
prohibits direct contributions
from either corporations or
labor unions, Hollington noted
they get around it be setting
up committees that can
contribute.
A defeated amendment by
Rep. Patrick Sweeney, (DCleveland) would have made

By Mike Snow
Dr. Ronald Hartley.
associate
professor
of
quantitative analysis and
control, has voiced disapproval at the procedure used
to select the recipient of the
Distinguished Teaching
Award last year.
Dr. Hartley, who acted as
an adviser to last year's final
selection committee in the
College of Business Administration, said there was
little criteria set up to select
the winners of the award.
Other faculty criticisms of
the award procedures, such as
Dr. Hartley's, has led the
Student Academic Affairs
Board, which is responsible
for the administration of the
award, to begin discussions on
possible changes in the
program.
The award is given yearly
to one outstanding instructor
in each of the three undergraduate colleges. The
award consists of $1,000 and is
funded by the Parent's Club.
Dr. Hartley said last year's
final selection committee for
the College of Business Ad-

Scientists glum
on Lake Erie
COLUMBUS; AP)- Scientists
at the Ohio State University
Water Resources Center
estimate that if the pollution of
I.ake Erie could be stopped
today, it would take at least 12
years for the
lake to
regenerate naturally.
The scientists said the 12year period is the minimum
length of time-the maximum
is still unknown.
Dr.
Donald
R.
Washington, center director,
said researchers are working
towards establishing the
maximum time, and he
described the problem
inherent in "cleaning up"
l£ke Erie.
He said because of

Miami Universities will attend
the conference.
"There will be schools
attending that have a UAA
and schools that don't," Ray
said. "The conference will be
a good cross-section of value
to everyone."
He said the University
formed the first UAA of Its
kind in the United States six
years ago.
"Several schools have
inquired, asking us for Information to start the
organization on their campuses," he said.
Previous to this year's
conference, there have been
similar meetings at Western
Michigan two years ago, and
Marshall last year, Ray said.

New calendar designates
classes start week early
The 1970-71 academic year
will start one week earlier
than
was
previously
scheduled, according to the
new University calendar.
Classes for the 1970 fall
quarter will begin on September 23 instead of September 30.
"Some students asked if it
could be changed and a formal proposal was presented to
Student Council who approved
It," Dr. Kenneth H. McFall,
vice president for administration, said.
"Academic Council then
passed the proposal to make
the calendar change official,"
he said.

According to the new
calendar the last day of final
examinations for spring
quarter 1971 will be June 10.
Under the new calendar,
the fall quarter will run from
September 23 to December 10,
winter quarter from January 4
the March 18, and Spring
quarter from March 29 to June
10.
Other changes in the
calendar will give students
two additional holidays.
On Washington- Lincoln
Day, Monday, February IS,
and Memorial Day, Monday,
May 31, classes will not begin
until 5 p.m.

THE ORIENTATION BOARD IS LOOKING
FOR QUALIFIED LEADERS FOR NEXT
YEARS FALL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

INTERVIEWS BEGIN: APRIL 1st

currents in the lake and the
flow of water out of the lake, 90
per cent of the polluted water
would be discharged in about
2.5 years. But this would
remove only suspended and
dissolved pollutants carried
along with the water.
The bed of the take is
covered with up to IS feet of
mud, deposited over the
centuries. Much of it has been
deposited since the white man
settled on shores, cities were
built
and
pollutants
discharged into water.
Dr. Washington said the
mud is filled with decaying
organic matter, and that
research indicates that it
would take at least 12 years for
the products of decay to be
flushed away by the lake's
natural currents.
But Dr. Washington
strassad that Erie is a
relatively good lake for
regeneration because it is so
shallow. Current estimates of
the time needed for the
regeneration of Lake Huron,
once all man-made pollution is
.ended, range around 100
years.
The OSU center is concerned with all of Ohio's water
resources, but much of its
work deals with water
pollution, and much of that
deals with the pollution of
Lake Erie, particularly the
Western Basin.
"Our objective is to encourage water-oriented
academic research within
Ohio not necessaryily through
this center," Dr. Washington
explained.

cluding teaching techniques,
advisement, and rapport with
students and the enrichment
of
instruction
through
scholarship.
A student preliminary
committee,
which was
responsible for the selection of
three finalists, was a complete
mystery to Dr. Harley.
He said he had no idea how
the preliminary committee
made its decisions or even
how many people were on the
committee.
Dr. Harley said that the
Student Academic Affairs
Board should also be more

careful in their appointment of
members to the preliminary
and final selection committees.
Dr. Hartley, who won the
award in the College of
Business Administration in
1961, said that the recent
professor-course evaluation
results could be used to give
the selection committees
more information from which
to base their decisions.
The award, which is now in
its third year, was not viewed
by Dr. Hartley as a popularity
contest but he said that it
could turn into one.

Protests mar
Kennedy visit
DUBLIN (AP ) - Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy left for
the United States last night
after being pushed and jostled
by a group of chanting Maoists
at Dublin Airport.
The
Massachusetts
Democrat had been in Ireland
three days, visiting his ancestral home in County
Wexford and addressing the
opening meeting of the
bicentenary celebrations of
Dublin's Trinity College
Historical Society.
About 12 demonstrators
pushed against a single line of
police as he left his car at the
airport. The police were
caught off guard and Kennedy
was almost pushed over.
The demonstrators' cries
of "Kennedy get out" were
almost lost amid applause
from a crowd of nearly 200 in
the airport spectators'
gallery.

Earlier, a protester threw
himself at the senator as he
left his hotel to make a
courtesy call on Prime
Minister Jack Lynch.
Later Kennedy attended a
government luncheon along
with other guests to the
bicentenary
celebrations,
among them Sen. Eugene
McCarthy (D-Minn>.
McCarthy also came here
to address the Trinity College
Kroup.
Kennedy was mobbed
briefly Tuesday by about 60
young Irishmen who assailed
him as an "agent of U.S.
imperialism."
Several persons were injured slightly when the
demonstrators rushed Kennedy's car, kicking it and
throwing placards after
Kennedy left the college
following his speech. One
demonstrator was arrested.
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ministration was composed of
three students from that
college.
He also said the three
belonged to the same
fraternity, all majored in
marketing, and two of the
three were from the same
city.
"The group didn't even
have one of the professor's
names right," Dr. Hartley
said.
Dr. Hartley said the
committee had intended to
make its selection on the basis
of its general opinions of three
finalists.
Getting an extension on the
deadline, Dr. Harley convinced the three to do outside
research on the three finalists
in order that a more
knowledgeable decision be
reached.
Dr. Harley said the Student
Academic Affairs Board
should establish some definite
criteria for the contest.
The onlv criteria used for
the nomination of a professor
for last year's award was: the
professor's effective performance as a teacher, in-
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Alumni aid in job placement
The Placement Office has
established "Falcon Network," a program that is the
first of its kind at any
university in the United
States.
The program provides onthe-scene information about
the cost of living, housing,
schooling, and other data
necessary to make a realistic
employment choice in any
desired geographical area.
"We found that seniors
with Job offers were coming to
us with questions about very
specific geographical
locations," reports James L.
Galloway,
director
of
placement. "And while these
queries are not directly
related to a particular job,
they are nevertheless very
important factors in the
ultimate happiness and
success of a student's career."
In answer, the Placement
Office has been working
closely with the Office of
Alumni Affairs to develop the
Falcon Network programcurrently employing the

services of more than 190
BGSU alumni across the
nation as Falcon Coordinators.
According to Galloway,
there
are
40
states
represented thus far In the
program, including Alaska,
with an ultimate goal of
having coordinators in all SO
states. Most states have
alumni responsible for
specific geographical regions,
depending on the size of the
state and where BGSU
students tend to locate after
graduating.
Approximately 350 letters
have been sent out to selected
alumni, with 153 responding
positively. So far there have
been only SS negative returns.
Additional alumni will be
contacted periodically, as
students' needs and desires
require the Network to be
expanded.
Alumni accepting positions
have replied favorably. Bob
Holup, a 1965 BGSU graduate
who accepted a position in the
Marquette, Michigan area

said, "I with Bowling Green
would have hid this system
when I was In school."
Richard Burkhart, a '66
BGSU graduate who Is
presently enrolled in the
College of Music's graduate
program, is coordinating the
efforts of the Falcon Network.
He said there are several
advantages
to
alumni
becoming active in the Network.
"Acting in the capacity of

Falcon
Coordinators,"
Burkhart said, "they have an
opportunity to expand contacts with local employers and
be In direct communication
with the University."
They are identified by a
membership card and an
attractive certificate,
recognizing their interest and
contribution to the Network.
In addition, coordinators
receive periodic reports on the
graduates being employed In

Cigarettes bill near passage;
provides new 'hazard' label
WASHINGTON
(AP)-A
bill banning cigarette commercials from radio and
television after Jan. 1, 1971,
has cleared a major hurdle in
Congress, virtually assuring
prompt passage and giving
antismoking forces a hardfought victory.
"By next year, cigarette

advertising will move into the
history books of television,"
declared Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) after the
legislation was approved by a
Joint congressional conference
committee Tuesday.
"It was clear to me, as It
became clear to others who
worked on the legislation, that

Students arrange sex survey
A sexual attitude survey of
University
students
is
currently being taken by three
students, as part of a home
economics class assignment.
Kenneth Crump, senior
(BA), John Burrows, senior
(BA), and Yvonne Coe, senior
(Ed.)
have
mailed
questionnaires to 900 students
in connection with Home
Economics, Foundations for
Marriage
and
Family
Relations.
Crump
said
300
questionnaires were sent to

off-campus students, 300 to
independents on campus, 150
to fraternity members on
campus, and 150 to sorority
members on campus.
"The purpose of the survey
is to get some Idea of sexual
attitudes here, and to compare
results for different groups,
such as on and off campus,
and
'greeks' and Independents," Crump said.
Some questions in the
survey are:
How do you view your sex
education to date?

their locale, and the progress
of the Falcon Network."
"We are anxious to have
students take advantage of the
program," Galloway said.
"Seniors are already accepting positions in all parts of
the country, and we hope they
will make use of this service
by contacting the Placement
Office."
The program is funded by
the Alumni Association
through annual alumni gifts.

From what source was the
majority of your sex education
acquired?
By your own estimation
what percentage of BGSU
students are virgins? (male
and female)
Do you feel that your
marriage partner should have
experienced intercourse
before marriage?
If you do not approve of
pre-marital Intercourse, Indicate the major reason for
your view.
Have you participated in
any of the following activities:
necking, petting, petting to
orgasm,
intercourse,

masturbation.
At what age did you first
experience intercourse?
If you have experienced
pre-marital intercourse, with
how many different people
have you had intercourse?
If you have experienced
pre-marital Intercourse, how
often has this activity occurred?
Crump said he hopes to
have the questionnaires
returned by Saturday, and the
results compiled by early next
quarter.
The course Is being taught
by Robert J. Stout, professor
of home economics.

the American public will no
longer tolerate a dangerous
product directly into the living
rooms and family rooms of
millions of Americans," said
Magnuson, chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee.
The bill as approved by the
conferees represents an
almost total victory for Senate
antismoking forces over
tobacco interests in the House
and broadcast lobbyists who
had sought to put off the effective date.
Besides prohibiting
broadcast cigarette ads, the
bill provides for a new
hazardous warning label on all
cigarette packages and
prevents the states from any
further regulation.
The health warning will
read: "Warning: the Surgeon
General has determined that
cigarette
smoking
Is
dangerous to your health."
In a concession to cigarette
makers, however, the bill bars
the Federal Trade Commission from requiring the
warning to be included in all
printed advertising until July,
1971.
In I^xington, Ky., Jack
Lewyn, a spokesman for the
Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association, said
it is doubtful the biU -will hurt
cigarette sales very much
since TV advertising is largely
a. competition among brands
and by its nature not intended
to create new smokers."
He noted the industry
"offered voluntarily to withdraw its advertising some
time ago. Thus the bill accomplishes what the cigarette
industry said it would do
voluntarily."
The bill has no effect on
antismoking commercials. A
Commerce Committee aide
said the broadcasters have
promised to continue these,
although on a diminished
basis.
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GUATEMALA'S FOREIGN MINISTER, Alberto F. Mohr, embraces his wife,
Shirley, after his release from 30 hours of capativlty by terrorist kidnappers.

Mrs. Nixon continues
college volunteer tour
CINCINNATI (AP) - Mrs.
Richard M. Nixon took off in
the rain yesterday to Boulder,
Colo., on her visit to college
volunteers who aid the underpriviledged.
She
stopped
early
yesterday at the 20th Century
Bowling Lanes to see
University of Cincinnati
students working with T Police
Athletic .League (PAL) group'
with about 30 juvenile
delinquents.
That wound up a 20-hour
overnight visit to Cincinnati
where the President's wife
made the rounds of a
recreation center and a
children's convalescent
center.
The
First
Lady
autographed casts on broken
limbs and was warmly applauded by students and
volunteer workers.
In Colorado it will be more

Fleuretle
Just like your dream.
Timeless.
Reaching the Infinity
ol a thousand stars.
Reflecting a heritage of love
as old as time.
As young as the dawn.
Fleuretle by Orange Blossom.
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'70 edition bush jacket. We like its looks on
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of the same. She will make
stops at an elementary school,
a Follow-Through Center in
I-afayette, a home for the aged
retarded adults and a day
nursery in Boulder.
She will spend the night at
the famed Brown Palace Hotel
in Denver.
Mrs. Nixon told a news
conference Tuesday night that
the enthusiasm, spirt and hope
of college students she has
seen on her tour have given
her a "lift" and a "faith in our
country."
She brushed off as "a few
shouters" the small groups of
antiwar demonstrators who
turned up at her stops in
Lexington, Ky., and at the
airport here Tuesday.
"The shouters have a right
to shout if they want to," said
the
President's
wife,
repeating the theme that she
admire "the people who are

urn
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"Patriotism is not a thing
of formality. It is doing the
thing you think is good for
America. That may be
volunteerism, it may be
demonstrating for peace or it
may be going to the polls to
vote."
Moderator Arthur Conn, 21,
of New York City, cochairman of the Student
Community
Involvement
Program, wore a peace button
in his lapel.
"I think we're all for
peace," Cohn said.
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THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA TAU OMEGA
WISH TO INVITE AIJ. INTERESTED MEN TO
A SMOKER-

TONIGHT

Mrs. Nixon engaged in a
lively news conference with 15
University of Cincinnati
student volunteers Tuesday
night and discussed the role of
protesters.
Nan Seidenfield, 19, of
Waukegan, 111., who does
volunteer tutoring, gave this
analysis:

Ktiolarly $12

Soft glove leather uppers and foam lining make Larks the
most comfortable shoes you can buy. Extended sole and high
chunk heel are fashionable now. Save over S3 if you buy a
pair now. navy, camel Sizes 5V10 AA-B
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doing constructive work."
On her five-day trip around
the country to encourage
college volunteers, Mrs. Nixon
has made it plain repeatedly
that she favors positive
protest.

THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA ALPHA
INVITE ALL INTERESTED MEN
TO A RUSH OPEN HOUSE
ON THURS., MARCH 5,7:30-9:30 PJM.
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Tests teaching methods

BG 'interacts' at Scott
(Editor's note: This is the
second of two stories dealing
with
the
College
of
Education's programs in
Toledo's inner-city schools.)
By Bill Hronek
Issue Editor
Two thousand, two hundred
and fifty-one students, 94 per
cent black, a SO per cent
dropout rate in the ninth
grade, 55 per cent of the
faculty being black, a dress
code, many students from
broken homes., this is Scott
High School, Toledo.
A group of the University's
education majors who, despite
claims of violence and unrest
in inner-city high schools, go
to Scott a few days during the
week to see for themselves
what an inner-city school is

really like. The program is
called "Project Interaction."
"Project Interaction is a
means of allowing students to
gain experience other than in
the classroom," said Dr.
William J. York, chairman
education department.
How the school system is
today, the services it provides,
how it operates, who orders
textbooks and some teaching
experience are all part of the
program.
Scott's principal, Flute
Rice, views the problems at
Scott as no different from
those at any other high school.
"The halls are quiet, we
have developed school spirit
and the students have a dress
code they wanted," Rice said.
"Too often teachers and
principals cast disciplinary
Judgment on students without

N»w»phot«i by K«n J«c**l

KEN FOLI.ES, Scott High senior, feels tsaer-dty
teachers are too lenient.

thinking that many times we
were like them when we were
in school," Rice said.
Scott baa a policy of accepting almost any teacher
who applies.

"We accept almost any
teacher who applies here. If he
has invested his money and
time in getting a degree, who
am I to say he can't teach,"
Rice said.
Rice praised Project Interaction, "It gives students a
good look at education as well
as giving them an opportunity
to work in inner-city schools."
The students at Scott spend
the day with other students,
the counselors and the principal to receive a total picture
of what happens in a school.
They also can see if they
really want to go into
education.
Discipline at Scott is
handled by a white man,
Robert SUndriff, assistant
principal of discipline.
"I have no major problems
with the students here. I try to
make students accept punishment if they are wrong,"
SUndriff said. "If you are
fair, the black student knows
It They all sense if a teacher
is being fair to them."
SUndriff added that he
never disciplines a student in
front of his peers since it often
alienates them against
authority.
Miss Jean R. Sacks,
counselor, said, "Many people
feel that inner-city schools are
different, which they aren't.
The students here are young
people growing up with
adolescent problems Just like
at any other high school."
There is a little more
emphasis on pride, identity
and self in inner-city schools
which is more important than
In other schools. Miss Sacks
•aid.
"Many people also don't
realise that SO per cent of Scott
graduates enter college,"
Mias Sacks concluded.
The University students
participating in the program
have many experiences that
have given them better insight
into inner-city problems.

Lora Enyeart, sophomore
(Ed.) said that through this
experience she has a good idea
of what student teaching will
belike.
Miss Enyeart said the Scott
experience is like a lab for
education courses.
"We learn theories in class
and see how they work and
which ones are used by different instructors," she said.
What are the reasons for
students wanting to observe in
an inner-city high school?
Daria C. Campbell, Junior
(Ed.) said, "My high school
waa all white and I wanted to
see exactly what it was like in
an inner-city school and get to
know some bUck students and
their problems."
Martha Bremer, Junior
(Ed.), who is from Rogers
High, Toledo, which has a
black enrollment of only 10 per
cent, said, "I heard some
horrible stories about what
went on at Scott. Now that I
have been going to Scott, I
found the students and the
school no different from any
othera."
"The students at Scott are
almost protective to you
they help you a great deal and
are very open," she added.
The students at Scott have
opinions on what it is like to be
a black student at an innercity school.
Norms Nunn, senior, said
the teachers don't seem to
have enough time to give
individual help.
"If a teacher isn't willing to
go over something with you in

class, you just forget it," she
said.
Miss Nunn hopes to go to
art school, but as of now she
doesn't have the necessary
funds.
Regarding the possibility
of receiving a scholarship,
Miss Nunn said, "Most people
aren't looking at what you can
do, instead they are looking at
the color of your skin."
Ken Foules, senior, felt
that students at Scott learn
only if they care to learn. He
also said that it is mostly the
students who run the school.
Foules also said, "I have
learned more from white
teachers here than from the
bUcks. Negro teacher*, at
times, mess around too much
in the classrooms."
Foules said that to correct
any of the problems at Scott,
there first should be stricter
teachers.
"The teachers here are too
lenient with the students
causing them to think they can
get away with more," Foules
said.
Another student said that
the courses at Scott were
much too easy, and If you
really want to learn something
they don't offer it in courses.
Rice summed up the basic
problems between whites and
bUcks saying, "People not
knowing about people Is the
basic problem in the world
today."
And these BG students are
doing just the opposite; they
are going out to learn about
people, the forgotten people of
the inner-city.

Rich Bargeman

being used in either Laos or
Thailand.
That was before the new
wave of concern over U.S.
involvement in Laos-concern
triggered by a North Vietnamese offensive, reports of
stepped up U.S. bombing
there, and a clash between the
administration and
Fulbright's committee on
release of testimony at
hearings on U.S. activities in
Laos.
Revealing the claim about
the importance of Laos,
Fulbright told the Senate that
"it suggests an ominous and
dangerous future for the
United SUtes in that remote
country.
"If Vietnam was important
enough to justify the committment of half a million
American troops,'1 Fulbright
went on, "then in this view
how many more could
justifiably be committed to
Laos, which is one of the few
worse places than Vietnam to

To Smrvm You Better
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STERLING'
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fight a war?"

Fulbright's
sUtement
came after Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird
categorically denied there has
been a U.S. buildup in Laos in
either civilian or military
men.
Laird told newsmen at the
same time that U.S. policy
toward military support of the
Laotian government is under
continuing review. "Whether
there will be a change of
policy, I would not make any
prediction," he said.
Sen. George D. Aiken of
Vermont, the Senate's senior
Republican and high ranking
member of Fulbright's
committee, said he doesn't
share the fear of many
senators that Laos could
become another Vietnam.
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Your Delta Gamma Sisters

BUY ANY 80c '/, GALLON

k

ICECREAM f
HALF PRICE!
GET THE 2nd '/■ GAL. FOR

SAVI4Sc

rW«trMjr.DCk«lMH

ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
12 PACK SAVE 20«

FEATURE FLAVOR!

COFFEE
ICE CREAM
STERLING

DAIRY QUEEN

Howard Photography
432J4 E. Wooster
354-5702

SCOTT HIGH principal. Flute Rice, discusses the situation In Inner-city schools.

buys grapes

Fulbright voices fear
in Laos involvement
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.
J.W. Fulbright says an
assessment given him by high
Nixon administration officials
that Laos is even more important
than
Vietnam
"scares me to death."
The Arkansas Democrat,
chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
declined to identify the of. ficials, it was learned.
However, he referred to a high
State Department official who
twice in recent weeks made
the argument in conversation
with committee members.
Fulbright made
the
disclosure Tuesday shortly
after Joing Sen. George S.
McGovem (DS.D.) in a call
for a secret Senate session on
U.S. involvement in the
Southeast Asian country
adjoining Vietnam.
The Senate held a secret
session last December to
consider a proposal-later
adopted-to bar American
' ground combat troops from

STUDENTS LISTEN pensively in a 'Project Interartioa' classroom.

IS
NOW OPEN
434 E. WOOSTER ST.

hours -
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HAMBURGER
BUNS ::#:.

LH POTATO
CHIPS
isoz. MCO.SAVI 20<

3
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PUZZLE

S Homes of
a sort.
6 Arabian gulf.
By B. A. Heimbinder
7 Negative.
8 Scents.
ACROSS
Ml.el.
9 Tailed
64 Periods.
monkey.
1 Rest.
65 Smaller.
10
Wife or
5 Psssagewsy. 66 Sea eagles.
husband.
10 Ball: si.
57 Dispatched. 11 Persia.
14 Depression.
12 Short for
15 Worship.
DOWN
typeset ler.
16 Opera
1 Matted hair. 13 Cafe au —.
feature.
2 Mexican
21 Spoil.
17 Dry.
bull.
23 Law giver.
18 Poison.
3 Vaudeville
25 Scarab.
19 Indian
numbers.
26 Ionian
princess.
4 Hawks.
Island.
20 With 22-A.
51-A and
52-A, quote
1
I
1
«
from
*
Knterson.
14
22 See 20-A.
24 — Vegas.
11
25 Nobleman.
1
26 Future great.
10
31
29 Transporter.
30 Pry bar.
34
34 Iron and
copper.
n 31
IS
35 Identify.
36 Spirit.
37 Inlet.
14
1
38 Follower.
39 Container.
17
■ II
40 Dance step.
41 Duellist.
41
13
43 Play.
44 Particle.
«S
45 Extreme.
46 Obese.
SB II
4t
47 Proofreader's mark.
91
SS
S3
48 Daiaylike
Howcr.
IS
50 Obstruct.
"
51 —See 22-A.
•2
54 _ well."
"
(fellows
«S
51-A.).
58 Turn down.
"
59 Malurcr.
• Field Enterprise*. Inc., I ITS
61 Dance.
62 Sun's disk.
Solution of Yesterday's Puiile

Freddie...unmasked at last
"I want to thank you for
letting me be myself. . ."
Those lyrics from Sly and
the Family Stone were on
Freddy Falcon's mind at
halftime of the final basketball game Monday night,
when he stood at midcourt,
wobbly-kneed, teary-eyed and
unmasked.
After lifting off the cumbersome head portion of his
1500 suit, Richard M. Harris, a
junior from Plqua, bowed
proudly to a spontaneous
standing ovation, from 3,000
persons capping a "purely
enjoyable" reign.
The clever, but bulky, new
costume limited Harris'
mobility, but not this fervor or
determination to symbolize
Falcon spirit and to relate to
more students than ever
before.
"It's mental more than
physical," confessed Harris,
"You have to be imaginative,
enthusiastic, and realize that
it will take up quite a bit of
your time."
The Falcon wings flapped
many hours during the football and basketball seasons,

but the fleet mascot also made
appearances in the Union,
prior to the grid games, and at
other events, such as the Hope
Marathon and Mardi Gras.
"Freddy can relate even
more to the students at those
places because they are more
in their natural habitat,"
explained Harris. "I went to
the Union before every
football game and was
everything from the official
greeter for the University to
tray carrier for little old
ladies."
"The Falcon provides
comic relief at a basketball
game. He can either psyche up
a crowd so they are fighting
mad or he can relieve the
tension and keep the fans
acting in a human manner,"
he said.
Creativity and a flare for
the unusual were also
characteristics
of
the
energetic fowl, particularly in
a strange stunt he arranged
with some women from
Founders residence hall on the
eve of the Western Michigan
game.

scoreboard, monkeying
almost a full house.
"Freddy has to be an idiot around on our own goalposts
really and believe that there is and swiveling his hipsi the
nothing wrong with making a length of the Western
nut of yourself in public," Michigan court, while on his
admitted Harris.
back, the Falcon was very
especially
to
Outside of being looked popular,
upon as a lunatic, maybe, in children.
Among the little things
doing such things as frolicking
atop the Ohio University which made the experience so
worthwhile to Rick was a little
fellow named Marty who
wanted Freddy's autograph
after one of the football
games.
Harris wrote, "Marty, you
don't have to wear a uniform
to be Freddy Falcon,"
although he doubted whether
Marty would understand it
until he was older.
He emphatically repeated
that remark, microphone in
hand, to an attentive, older
audience Monday night, and
then, went into his act for the
final 20 minutes of the
basketball season, and of his
"purely enjoyable" half year
as the 1969-70 Freddy Falcon.

Freddy bounded into Founders a few minutes after
midnight, and together with a
freshman female cheerleader,
persuaded about 60 women
each to select a random name
from the telephone directory
and ask the person if he or she
was going to the game. The
weekday night game drew

With a police escort,

isap
Hwi pholo by Klrt Bofcudae

Canterbury Inn
Starting Tonight For 2 Weeks
Your Favorite Group

FRANK LUNCH
(Formerly P.O.E. Band)
Girls Free - - Two For One
And Happy Hours

FREDDIE-no longer a secret

SPAGHETTI AND
MEATBALLS DINNER

5:00
■*
_, .
home-made
.25 TODAY
TO 8:30 ■*"*
ALPENHORIN ROOM
119 N. MAIN

Toledo's "IN" Night Club

ELECTRIC FORUM
1511 BROADWAY AT SOUTH FEATURING

Fish n' Fries $.49

DETROIT'S

JACK BURNINGTREE
Wednesday Thru Sunday
8 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
Weds. - "Special" night

Cherry & Apple
nf\ Turnovers $.20

HAM

Take 1-75 North. Exit South Street.

SUN. THRU TUES.
MAR 8-10 EVE.
AT 7:20, 9:30
SUN. MAT. AT 2:10, 4, 5:30

CLAZEL

510 E. Wooster

PIZZA
10 & 13 a

m

ONE FREE SOFT DRINK

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
ANY PIZZA TUESDAY OR THURSDAY

1

■

■■

summers.
54 — majeste.
55 Rent.
56 Mediterranean noli.
57 Kiln.
60 The dapper
one.

1 ■■
ii

13

11

■

■

"

l

■■

■

1

.

w

■
94

1

t

53 Parisian

;:

■ '"

TO
DO _
TODaY

44 Bogs.
46 Antenna.
47 Raven cry.
49 Oar peg.
50 Exposes.
51 An egg,
for one.
52 — nolr.

27 Bay window,
28 Intended.
29 Prohibition.
31 Mist.
32 Uplift.
33 Assemble
anew.
35 Feather's
Birtner.
omo
sapiens.
38 Bountiful
sapien.
39 Snip.
42 Classroom
necessities.
43 Distant.

1

•■
11
3/1/10

CRYPTOGRAM — By Earl Ireland
KARATE CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. in 108
Women's Bldg.

TFSR RI.PSH TFSSHS JEA

PHI BETA LAMBDA
WiU meet at 5:30 p.m. in
the Wayne Room, Union. Dr.
Milton E. Wilson, associate
professor of Business law, will
speak on "Law is the
Teacher."
VETERAN'S CLUB
Will meet at 5 p.m. in the
Alumni Room, Union.
COMMUTER
ORGANIZATION
Will meet at noon in the
Commuter Center, Moseley
Hall to discuss general
business and the potluck,
which will be held at the end of
the quarter.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
COLLEGE ORGANIZATION
WiU meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Prout Chapel.
STATISTICS LECTURE
WiU begin at 8 p.m. in 201
Hayes Hall. Dr. Colin R.
Blyth, University of IUlnois,
will speak on, "What is
StatisUcs."

TJEESA LPTS.
Yesterday's cryptogram: Brats may seem to
be trying to be trying.

■

campus page

UNIVERSITY
style show beginning at 7 p.m.
THEATRE
in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Begins its presentation of The event is open to the public
"The Racine,'' a Greek play
written by Euripides. The
INTERVARSITY
play, to be run this weekend,
CHRISTIAN
will be shown tonight at 8 p.m.
FELLOWSHIP
in the Main Auditorium,
University Hall.
WiU meet at 7 p.m. in 200
Moseley Hall. The Reverand
ASSOCIATION OF
Fugle, Toledo, wiU speak on
WOMEN STUDENTS
WiU present this year's "The Man God Cannot Use."

Wizard of Id

Weather
The weather will
be partly dandy aad
colder today and
tonight with little
change In the temperature
for
tomorrow.
Ceurteey of Geography Department

•y Brant parkar and Johnny hart

■ AHP THE PANAMAS
Ate F»eT o= Trip
WApiTicXiAt. 64KP
TAKB iT

>6TYiMf> ZeAPY P0K
"W Hit* \SUC& MATCH f

Free Delivery
on all orders

Coffee

rER PAMELA
'USTINOV TIFFIN
JONATHAN JOHN %#W*
WINTERS ASTIN
COMING WEDS. MARCH 11
9 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS INCLUDING "BEST ACTRESS"-JANE FONDA
IN "THEY SHOOT HORSES, DONT THEY!"

hi Bowline Green Oily

5c

6 P.M. to 9 PM.

CoffM

5c

r-

■* -~~"'

Beef Champ
•MS. M»ln

-*m>~ CL3SSIFIED —«®fe~~

1M-M11

The BG News
Hfcl'mvrisiU ll.«ll
IHa. 372-2710

FOR SWINGERS OVER 18

165 N. Main

The Place to Go •••
\**

-i

35«©11

GIGOLO

GIRLS • NEVER ANY COVER CHARGE
ALSO- 2 FOR 1 NITE

FEATURING

The New Renaissance Fair

Kales $« per line per day 2
line* minimum, average of 1
wottU per line
Deadlines: S p.m two days
before dale of publication
The IK; News reserves the
rijthl to edit or reject any
classified
advertisement
placed
Printed errors which in the
News' opinion deter from the
value of the advertisement,
will be rectified free of charge
if reported in person within tl
hours of DubiV-lion.

RENTALS • SALES
Male Roommate needed tor
Spr and Sum. Qtrs Greenview Call 1534114 stler 9 p.m
t* (UMSTOM 500 Ford MM
or Best offer B44MI after 11.
Bens.
4 Man Apt. - Summer 3 bdr.,
Air Cond.. Farn. Valentine
Apis Ml mo. JSJ-0114
For Sale Sperti sun lamp and
GE portable TV 3944433.
■ cc Yamaha pass - helmet,
plates UN Call 5534*41

Starting Fri.A Sat. - All Night Jam Sessions

Apartment available for
March 19. for one girl acres*

(ram Kohl Hall. Call NUM.
Need 4 stria tor New love apt.
for summer Call S7H1I7
immadtataly.
4 Man Apt. - Summer 3 bdr
Air Cond.. Fum. Valentine
Apta. Ph. 352-oam
Apt available tor two persona
spring quarter lhrou|h
August Call SS3-00K lor in(ormatton or leave message
with Ctvts Panyard. dept. of
Sortoloty
1911 Meteor 33) West Marry
3534SK after sat.
Black a While TV, must aeU
Call 39443S9
M. Roommate needed spring
qtr 150 month. Walking
distance from campus. Call
3914334.
Wanted 4 or J roommates to
sublease a house near campus
tor summer quarter Call

nan ■ ma

a Ford Galaxy $300 or best
Oder 391-7313. Osamal
Rooenas for male students
near campus. 353-73*5

PERSONALS
Meg. congratulations on your
pinning! Love 4 Luck. Dottle,
Connie 4 Sally ■ Oat Mooney I

exactly who I am The house
at 9 oo p M.'s the place to |
WIU do typing any type ■ for added information A clue
Dictaphone or otherwise Call will tell you wahl to do to find
my destination Phi Mu Love.
35:9114
"Your Bab"
Congratulations Jan on your
pinning ■ Alpha Phi Pledges. Harry, happy lKh from the
dot who cares I'd be lost
Pal. Ghoular and Beau paid without you. Love, Deb.
the prkel'Bul rumor has it
that we missed one. How
Dotty and Patty are lovuv
•bout that. Monte? KO
their DU Big Brothers
All > cm can eat
11 19
Greg,
I'm such a lucky DU
Tuesday, Friday 4 Sunday,
old English Fish 'n Chips Dab to have you for my big
brother.
George.
shopping center across from
stadium
Gwen. I hate to lay "I told you
Grand Big Tom: Ace Karl ao" but I'm really glad I
French! Your APO Grand happened. Love. Little
Little.
Jan. P., Ill great to see that
Tom: Happiness la having you PM Delt pin where it belongs
Congrats! Link Laura.
for my big brother Benny.

■"• *- "'

Bob C. - The Drinks were FLORIDA, couple will snare
great Until mart quarter I Just expenses on return from Vero
Beach IN. at Uuderdalei
can't wall! The Lush.
around March a. CALL 393FRIDAY AND SATURDAY •113. after 9 p.m.
AFTERNOONS HAPPY
Need rate to Cincinnati Frl.
HOURS AT THE Cl.
Will share iipimai. Marcus
To B.g Tan: You're a gem 3934SM
Mary Aim
Need ride to Cincinnati
The Brothers of Delta Tsu Friday. Will share expenses
Delta congratulate Jim and Call Karen liar?.
Cindy on their Diet Pinning.
Ft Uuderdale - wanted. 3
"Little Debbie Koarbar" The man to share cost of motel
search as slrrrst over, your room (Pool. TV. sac.) il.M
clues are st an end. Tonight each night) Rid* provided:
you'll know my name and Call Sieve or Mark 344*4.

Ride available to Boston
spring break 3944174.
Ride needed - Roches ler. N.Y.
area Spring break Call Carol
34131.
Rider wanted to and from
Denver. Lsave Mar. II. Call
Cathy or Pam 3934*91
1 ride* needed to NJ. for
Bread - share costs 1*4-4314
Joe - Thanks for coming when
I needed you. I love you! Your
YoYo.
Renl reduced 3 bdrm .
Greenview Apt to be sublet
(or summer Call 3934371.
Need a lift* The Bards are
going your way. Saturday
night at the Aipenhorn room.
HI N. Main.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
JOBS! JOBS! and more
JOBS! Students, teachers.
Stateside and International
Job*. Recreational Jobs;
Year-round Jobs: Summer
Job*. All occupations and
trades. En|oy a vacation while
you earn. Hurry! The ball
tabs are taken early Write
"JOBS". P.O. Boa 471, Dept
CP 315-1. Lorn. California
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No tmam threat in MAC

Swimmers rely on individual efforts
Jim Miller
Sports Writer
Bowling Green will have a
couple of swimmers with
excellent chances at the MAC
championships, but as a team
the Falcons expect to cause
little trouble.
Kent State and Ohio
U. are favorites In the three
day meet which is being held
today through Saturday at
Western Michigan. All four
conference opponents hold
lopsided victories over the BG
tankers.
"Both Western and Miami
have a few holes which will
probably keep them behind
the favorites," predicted
Falcon mentor Tom Stubbs.
"We need everybody to really
swim well, if we can hope to
slip by either of these teams."
Leading the Falcons once
agaon will be freestyle ace,
Bill Zeeb. He Is expected to
wage quite a battle for honors
in the 500 and 1650 yard
frees tyles.
"These are really big
races for us," pointed out
Stubbs. "Zeeb is definitely one
of the favorites and he has a
good chance to win either of
them, and Frank Mutz is also
capable of finishing high up
the ladder."
As a sophomore Zeeb won
the 500, and this year hopes to

■
//
'**>

'A &
«... pr.0.0 ky Klrt Bofcudat

COMING IN lor the touch ti Falcon backstraker Tom Netahuls as BG finishes up
preparations for the MAC swimming and diving championships at Western
Michigan. The meet starts today and continues through Saturday.

tf

sporrs

revenge last season performance in the MAC'S.
Wayne Rose is the
Falcons top entry In the 100
individual medley , but Is not
figured on for top honors. One
year ago at the championships
Wayne dropped his time six
seconds.
"If he does this again,
Wayne could really be In the
ballpark," stated Stubbs.
According to the coach
Bowling Green has little to
offer in the freestyle sprints,
where only co-captain Tun
Youngbluth is the main hope.
"We just don't have
conference material in these
events," he lamented.
Following Kent's Tom
Bishop, most everyone site i»
grouped together.
Anyone
with a good day could step to
the front, Falcon Wayne
Chester included.
Dick Ball also needs a
drop of around six or seven
seconds to be a factor in either
of the butterfly categories.
The 200 yard freestyle
shapes up as a tight battle
with BG's BiU Zeeb given a
chance there as well.
In the breaststrokes a win
is probably out of the question,
but a couple of chances to pick
up some points are still
available. Wayne Rose made
the finals last years, and Roy
Wright could also slip in if he
goes real well.
Tom Nienhuis gives the
Falcons a big chance in the
backstroke.
Depending on
Kent's l*s Moore, Nienhuis
could garner a first or second
place. Tom will head the BG
forces in the rugged 400 individual medley.
Chances are slim for
Bowling Green to show much
in the relays. The Falcontimes are last in the conference, which points out their
most glaring weakness, lack
of sprint material.

N.w. (dot* by Klrt BobuJx

WORKING OUT with the kickboard are these two Falcon swimmers In practice for
the conference finals over the next three days.

MAC swimming-diving
At Western Michigan
No charge
Thurs. -3 p.m. Time trials
In 50. 500 KS. 200 IM, .nd onemeter springboard
Thurs. -8 p.m. Finals In
above and 401 medley relay
Frl. -1 p.m. Time trials In
200 BF, FS, 100 back and
breaststroke, 400 IM, threemeter diving
Frl. -8 p.m. Finals In above
and 800 FS relay
Sat. -11 a.m. Time trials la
100, 1*50 FS, 100 BF, 200 back
and breaststroke, three-meter
finals
Sat. -4 p.m. Finals lu above
and 400 FS relay and threemeter springboard
Symbols FS-freestyle, IMIndlvldual medley, BFbutterfly

PLANNING OUT his entries for the MAC Is coach
Tom Stubbs. BG Is rated a contender only in individual events. The Falcons were wlnless In
conference dual meets.

Youngsters gain experience for '77
By Jack Carle
Sports Writer
Look out all you
Clarksons, Denvers, Western
Ontarios and Montreals. The
Bowling Green hockey team
came of age this past season
and will be ready for you.
After going through a
frustrating season of 13-12-5
after a season of 26-5 the
youngster have been hardened
into veterans and they will be
ready.
For next year Clarkson
College will again be on the
Falcons schedule. BG has
been invited to play in a
tournament at Clarkscn over
Thanksgiving. Also entered in
the tournament is St.
Lawrence and New Hampshire.
Clarkson will again visit
the home ice of the Falcons for
a two game series.
Of course both Ohio State
and Ohio University will be on
the schedule for two games
each. The contests between

Rifle club wins
The Falcon rifle club will
be participating this weekend
in a sectional intercollegiate
tournament.
The club, with a 14-5
overall record, closed its
regular season with a 1299 to
1248 victory over the
University of Akron.
The win gave the rifle club
a 94 record in the Lake Erie
Intercollegiate Rifle conference, good for at least a
temporary first place finish.
The 1299 score is a club
record, and BUI Green's high
of 270 tied the individual
record.

the three teams are in the
Mideastern Collegiate Hockey
Association.
Coach Jack Vivian also is
trying to schedule Boston
University for a game at their
new facility in Boston. Vivian
is also in process of adding
Michigna State and Michigan
as well asreturningWisconain
to the schedule of games.
"Anybody that wants to
can play us," said Vivain. He
indicated that he will be
speaking at a coaches convention and that he will be
going to It with an schedule
card.
"Our main complaint is
that we will be again playing a
30 game exhibition schedule. I
wish we could get Into a
league," commented Vivian.
Vivian indicated that by
playing some of the top teams
in the East both in the regular
season in the RPI tournament
the Falcons have gained
nationwide recognition. He
had a copy of a recent issue of
The Hocky News and included
in it was a mention of BG and
that it was becoming one of a
rising young breed of hockey
schools.
The high caliber schedule
and the national recognition
has helped Vivian in his
recruiting.
"I've been all over
Canada and ten times-into
Detroit. We have 150 top kids
on file and have contacted
them. Now we are going alter
topSSorso. If we can bring in
six or seven of the same
caliber of players as we did
last year it will be great,"
explained Vivian.
Last season Vivian
brought in defensemen Ch-

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE!
INCENSE CARDS SEALS WAX POSTERS EVERYTHING MUST GOI
SAVE 10 - 20 - 50%l

Krickshaw Gift Shop
139 E. Wooster

uck Gyles. Rick Thompson their first year at BG this past did.
and Tom Snyder.
Goalie season.
However, this year of
Vivian indicated that he is frustration has been one of
Terry Miskolczi also was a
new varsity member this year bringing in the new talent to experience for the young
but his main interest seems to provide depth In years to Falcons.
come. He commented that
be track.
"If we were to play the
Also high scoring Gordie "You.re killed" when you same schedule with our added
McCosh and Pete Badour close out a season with only 20 experience, we would win
recruited and played players on the roster like BG more games. They have been
around the circuit once and
they know what to expect from
em," commented Vivian.
"My main ambition is to
bring top-flight competition
Into Bowling Green for the
people to see. And so the
administration can see the
better competition and get us
Into a league," concluded
Vivian.

Women cagers
score triumphs
The women cage teams
remained undefeated after
picking up wins over the
University of Dayton.
Although the Falcons lead
dwindled to two points in the
late stages, the "A" team held
on for a 45-39 victory.
The "B" team had an
easier time with a IS point
win. Dayton ran into foul
trouble and assisted the
Falcons to the 45-30 win.

N... phots b, Klrt BabuaW

RELECTIONS ON a lack of depth Is the pose that
hockey coach Jack Vivian assumed quite often this
season. He hopes that recruiting will alleviate the
depth problem after losing one senior.
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CONGRATULATIONS
PRESIDENT
CAROLYN WHITE
1ST VICE PRESIDENT
BROOMTO DYNAMIC 2ND VICE PRESIDENT GLORIA
FIELD
LORA GAMBLE
RECORDING SECRETARY
SHERRI
HAWKINS
DELTA "MORE CORRESPONDING
SECRETARY
BRENDA
BYRD
SWINGING
TREASURER
YVONNE MARTIN
LINDA HARDEN
CHAPLAIN
HOUSE CHAIRMAN
GLORIA BROMFIELD
THAN ALL
RUSH CHAIRMAN
LAUREL DARLING
RUSH COUNSELORS
MARYWAUGH
BEVERLEY GRIFFEN
THE REST"
PARLIAMENTARIAN
LEORA GAMBLE
New Officers:
Delta Love, Bev

SARGEANT AT ARMS
LAUREL DARLING
PHILANTHROPY CHAIRMAN CINDY GIBSON
HISTORIAN
SHERRY HAWKINS
SCHOLARSHIP CHAIRMAN CINDY GIBSON
PUBLICITY
CHAIRMAN
BRENDA
BYRD
SONG CHAIRMAN MARY WAUGH
CHOREOGRAPHER SHERRY HAWKINS
PANHELL ENK
YVONNE MARTIN

SMART arJD FOOTLOOSE
Notice his "three to button"
double breasted suit, featuring the new 70 pattern
stripe. With the straight leg
trousers, this style provides
a greater variety for your
current wardrobe.

4V
^J

532 E. Wooster
352-51(5

Another winner from Emily
M! This gal's doublebreasted jacket and A-line
skirt sport the look of linen
and the feel of a million.
Just one of several Emily M
ensembles we've selected
for the discriminating
charmer.
MON. THRU SAT. 9A.M. TO 5:30

(Efcr Mniucrsitij §hop
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Joe Green-

'Pin, if that's what the crowd wants'
that I had something to
prove," he added. "Finally, I
felt that I could help the team
by going out."
Since joining the Falcon
wrestling team six weeks ago,
Green has compiled a 5-0 dual
meet record including two
pins.
•'The object in wrestling is
to pin," said Green. "I go
after my opponent working for
a pin. You must hope for the
big things and the little things
will come." The big thing is
the pin and the little things the
points for near pins.
In three years of varsity
wrestling, Green's overall
record stands at 31-5 including
11 pins.
"I like wrestling because
it is an individual sport,"
explained Green. "You can't

By Jack O'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor
To wrestle or not to
wrestle.
That was the question
facing Joe Green as he
completed a most successful
season on the Bolwing Green
football team.
"I was undecided about
wrestling because I had lost
interest and I felt that I wasn't
wrestling
up
to
my
capabilities," said Green.
"Also, I felt that wrestling
would be a hinderance to me if
I was going into professional
football."
"I would go and watch
wrestling matches, and I felt
that I was wrestling 10 matches instead of lust one and

News pkMo ky Klrt I

ABOUT TO BITE the dust Is Miami's 191 pounder as
BG's Joe Green starts bending him matward for
another of four near pins. Green has planed two of
four opponents and received a forfeit from another.

depend upon someone else to
help you out because you are
out on the mat all alone with
your opponent."
"It is a challenging thing
if you like challenges," he
added.

Joe
Green

t

A wrestler is like an actor
according to Green in that he
is in the spotlight and is
performing to please the fans.
"The crowd effects me a
whole lot in that their cheering
gives me a little more incentive to win," commented
Green. "I will try extra hard
for a pin if that's what the
crowd wants."
"Sometimes I feel that the
fans give me a little extra
strength when I don't think I
can make it," he added. "Also
I want to win because I don't
want to disappoint the people
who are rooting for me."
Green believes that
wrestling fans at Bowling
Green would rather see a hard
hitting, scuffing and exciting
match rather than a match in
which stalling prevails.
"You can't get a pin by
stalling," said Green.
A graduate of Toledo Scott
high school, Green won two
state championships. One
when he was a junior and
another has a senior.
He credits most of his
wrestling success to his high
school coach, Merle Baker,
who gave him most of his
motivation and wrestling
techniques it takes to become
a successful wrestler.
At 190 pounds, Green feels
that he is not very overpowering, but relies on his
quickness to react to any
action by his opponent as his
biggest assest. However, he
does admit that he uses his
strength more than anything
else.
"I'm confident at 190, "
commented Green. "I don't

want to lose weight and at 1901
can eat as much as I want. I
don't feel weak in any way."
Green believes that both
coaches Bruce Bellard and
Jim Hopple have helped the
team out a lot this year. He
feels that two heads are better
than one and what one coach
doesn't catch the other one
will.
"A coach can only do a
limited amount of things and
it is therefore up to the individual wrestler to determine
how bad he really wants to
win," he added, "A coach
can't do anything about
mental conditioning which
plays a big part in whether or
not a wrestler wins."
Miami's Walt Podgurski,
a three time MAC champion,
proved to be Green's best
competition as he beat him
twice while Green was a
sophomore.
This year Podurski is
gone and hence Green's
chances for a MAC championship seem a bit brighter.
Last year Green placed third

in the MAC, losing a 94
decision to Western's Daw
Herbert in the second round.
"I wasn't condition or I
was plagued by an injury
when I wrestled Podgurski so
I really didn't wrestle up to
my potential, " explained
Green.
"I haven't applied myself
and I wasn't prepared mentally and physicially for the
first two championships," he
added.
Green feels that a
wrestler must be in a confident frame of mind. He must
have confidence in himself in
addition to being in good
condition physicially and have
the experience to know what
to do at a given time if he is
going to win.
"I am in the right frame of
mind and I don't think anyone
can beat me in the MAC
championships," said a
confident Joe Green.
"I'm in good physicial
condition and I'll be awful
disappointed if I don't win the
MAC.

Green talks with Giants;
rejects Canadian offers
(Exclusive) • Joe Green, Bowling Green's star middle
guard, has announced that he will sign a professional football
contract at the conclusion of the wrestling season.
The two time honorable mention Ail-American says he will
sign as a free agent with the Central Division New York Giants
of the National Conference.
Green, this year's lineman and player of the year in the
MAC, said he narrowed his choices between New York and the
Dallas Cowboys and chose the Giants because they offered him
a larger salary.
"I liked the Giants because they made me feel like I was
going to help them unlike the Cowboys," he said, "who thought
they were doing me a favor by offering me a contract."
Green had offers from three teams in the Canadian League,
but he felt that they could not pay him as much as American
teams and he would have a slimmer chance for a bonus In
Canada.
"If I were to play football in Canada I would have to pay
both Canadian and American taxes and also would be losing
seven per cent of my wages since the dollar is only worth 93
cents in Canada," explained Green.
He plans to try out at the safety position and feels that he
can make it if he is given the chance to play.
"I feel that I am human like the rest of the guys and I can
perform at the same level as they can once I get adjusted to my
new position," he concluded.
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MAKING LIKE Atlas is Falcon wrestler Joe Green, who is
undefeated In five matches as 191, with two pins. Joe missed
with MAC title In two previous seasons but Is rated a favorite at
his new weight. He Joined the team after originally deciding to
sit out the campaign.
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Only sour gropes left

Ohio rated favorite for mat championships
By Jack O'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor

By Gary Davis
Sports Editor
It was hardly fitting that anything should spoil the Jovial
atmosphere that encircled the Bowling Green lockerroom
Monday night, but it did.
BG crushed visiting Syracuse in a dramatic reversal after
bowing in the championship showdown onlv two days before.
But even before the win the ugly mettalic sound of a wire
machine was pounding across the message of Miami's selection
to the National Invitational tournament.
The BG coaches knew, but it was privileged information
until after the game. No one was anxious to Jeopardize the
chance to reverse last season is record of 9-15.
"We could have gone out 14-10 instead of reversing last
years record," coach Falcon coach Bob Conlbear.
"I told them right after the ball game, but I think they sort
of knew that something was in the wind. They had sort of a let
down because we thought we had a shot at It."
"I don't think either of our records belong in there (NTT),"
said Conibear. "There is a lot of good basketball in there in the
country this years with good records."
Despite the overall records the Falcons entered the
Syracuse clash with a distant eye on New York and the NIT bid.
The logic here is the soundest yet.
The Falcons had the only legitimate hold on second place
with a 7-3 record. Miami received their gift from Toledo in a
forfeit after losing 47-31. The performance was disgraceful, bat
was still erased from the ledger.
Miami's record rests somewhere then between 8V» - SVi or 63-1 with an asterik.
The Redskins dropped both games to Ohio in contrast to the
Falcons split. The Falcons also played two games in contrast to
a 11-61 rout the Skins suffered in one meeting.
Its obvious then that the NIT had it's team chosen in the
event of a tie.
Someone mentioned the unwritten rule snubbing nine game
losers, but it didn't seem to bar the selection of Utah 17-9.
It's obvious that the committee got a sizeable push from
Miami because the Skins are a slow down, defense oriented, 41
per cent shooting team. And one minus outstanding ball
players, such as the Jim Penix and Dan McLemore's of Bowling
Green.
It's all sour grapes alright, but only because this pick was
made over the dinner table and not on the basketball court.

Ohio University, undefeated in MAC dual meets,
is the heavy favorite to win the
conference
wrestling
championships to be held at
Bowling Green this weekend.
The Bobcats show an
overall record of 12-2.
Second place looks like a
real dog fight with the
remaining teams about even
in potential including the
Falcons with a 0-5 dual meet
record against conference
foes.
"Each of the top three,
Ohio. Kent and and Toledo
stand good chances of winning

top places in three events,"
said Ohio's head coach Harry
Houska. "The outcome of the
meet will depend upon how

Bruce
Tramasea

each school does in the fights
for seconds, thirds and
fourths."
The Bobcats have title
contenders in Rich Panella (93-1 )at 118; Bill Saye( 1044) at
142; Bob Tscholl (1044) at

150; BruceTrammelK 15-1 tat
either 158 or 167 and Russ
Johnson (12-0-1) at 177 pounds.
Johnson will face a tough
challenge if he meets BG's Bill
Nucklos (11-1). Johnson gave
Nucklos his only loss, a 7-0
decision, but Nucklos feels
that he is a "sleeping giant"
who was snuck up on and beat
the first time around.
Toledo the defending
conference champion, will be
reiving on their heavyweight,
Greg Wojciechowski, to lead
them to a repeat performance.
Wojciechowski has 12 regular
season wins, one of which was
a pin of the defending champ
Tom Walter of Kent.
Other top Rocket prospects

Kowall named player of week
COLUMBUS, Ohio APKen Kowail's fine play in
victories over Chicago Loyola
and Bowling Green last week
brought the Ohio University
guard Mid-American Conference basketball player of
the week honors today.
The 6-foot-l
Parma
Heights product scored a
career high 28 points and
grabbed nine rebounds
against Chicago Loyola,

hitting 12 of 20 floor shots.
In the title-deciding 77-71
win over Bowling Green,
Kowall
scored 13 points,
defensed Jim Penix well and
turned a couple of steals into
key baskets.
He was selected from a
field of Dan McLemore of
Bowling Green, Bruce Burden
of Kent Slate, Walt Williams
of Miami, and Doug Hess of
Toledo. Western Michigan
had no nomination.
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UNABLE TO keep his feet on the ground is Miami's Dwight Robinson courtesy of
Falcon Mike Clark. He won this 150 pound battle last week hot will face an uphill
battle la his class at the championships tomorrow and Saturday Clark was 24-1
against MAC competrtka this season.

for a conference title are Ron
Junko (11-0-1) at 134 and Bill
Altimore (8-14) at 190 pounds.
Altimore stands a chance

up ten more points and that
will be good enough to get
third," said coach George
Hobbs. "Everything would
really have to break for us to
move any higher."
Hobbs feels that his best
bet for an individual honors is
Greg
Steve Newman who has been
Wojciechowski
wrestling at 190 pounds but
will drop to 177 pounds to
avoid BG's Joe Green who
beat Newman in the 177 finals
a year ago and also posted a 8to tangle with the Falcon's Jaa S victory this winter.
Green (54). They did net
meet during the regular dual
meet season because Green
was not wrestling when the
two teams bumped heads.
Kent is always tough and
will be seeking there second
team championship and there
first since 1958.
NEW YORK AP- Pistol
The Flashes have strong
Individual contenders in the Pete Maravich, Bob Lanier,
Milkovich brothers, Mike at Dan Issel, Rick Mount and
Calvin Murphy were selected
126 and Dan at 142 pounds.
Both brothers completed today to the 1970 college
perfect 124 seasons . Mike basketball All-American team
was the first Flash to win 30 by the Associated Press.
straight du«l meet victories in
They are so well known in
his three undefeated years at
the sport it is hardly
Kent.
Mike could end up necessary to add that Pistol
grappling BG's 128 pound Pete is from Louisiana State,
standout, George Kirkwood Lanier from St. Bonaventure,
who has an overall record of 7- Issel fron Kentucky, Mount
from Purdue and Murphy
04 at 134 and 142 pounds.
Western Michigan will be from Niagra.
All are seniors.
counting on its depth to finish
In making the team for
in the top three. A year ago,
the Broncos finished fourth the third straight year the 6foot -5 Maravich, the major
with 42 points.
"I'm hoping we can pick college all-time high scorer
with more than 3,500 career
MAC wrestling calendar
points, topped the voting from
384 sports
writers and
Friday
broadcasters.
Preliminaries - at 1 p.m.,
Maravich was also named
no charge.
Semifinals - at 7 p.m. College Basketball player of
Admission is $.50 for students the year emassing 269 votes of
379
sportswriters
and
aad $1 for adults.
broadcasters that voted.
Saturday
Bob Lanier of
St.
Ca—tattaa Haals - at 14 Bonaventure was a distant
second with 72, Dan Issel of
pun.
Championships - at 2 p.m. Kentucky third with 12 and
Admission for either or Charlie Scott of North
both matches Is $1 for students Carolina fourth with nine
and $2 lor adult.

a

Other Bronco hopefuls are
Rich Bacon (9-2) at 134 and
Denny Buford (84) at 150
pounds.
Miami hopes to be among
the top three even though they
posted a 1-4 slate against
league competition. However,
three of those defeats were by
a total of Just five points.
The Redskins best bets at
winning individual titles are
Ron Sheer (94-1) at 118 and
Ron Plasman (74-1) at 134
pounds.

Three M 's repeat
as all-Americans
The 6-4 Mount and the 5-10
Murphy are repeaters from
the 1989 All-American Team.
Lanier, 6-11, and Issel, 84
moved up from the second
team last season.
Charlie Scott of North
Carolina, Austin Carr of Notre
Dame, Artis
Gilmore of
Jacksonville, Rudy Tomjanovich of Michigan and John
Roche of South Carolina were
named as the second team this
season.
Mike Maloy of Davidson,
John Johnson of Iowa, and
Jim McMillian of Columbia
were selected for the third
team along with two UCLA
players, Sidney Wicks and
John Vallely.
Curtis Rowe of UCLA,
Rich Yunkus of Georgia Tech,
Jim McDaniels of Western
Kentucky, Mike Pratt of
Kentucky, Howard Porter of
Villanova, Dave Robisch of
Kansas and Sam Lacey of
New Mexico State headed the
list of honorable mentions.
MAC standings
Ohio
BG
Miami
Toledo
Western
Kent

WL
tl
78
Ml*
17
28
18

